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WASHINGTON: After a second exciting
performance, US soccer coach Jurgen
Klinsmann says 21-year-old winger Julian
Green is “back in the picture.” Green
scored his second goal in two matches,
before Monty Patterson’s equalizer
forced the US to settle for a 1-1 draw in
an exhibition against New Zealand on
Tuesday night.

Lynden Gooch also impressed
Klinsmann in his US debut as a second-
half substitute.  The match followed a 2-0
victory over Cuba on Friday, and was the
Americans’ last before they open their
final round of World Cup qualifying
against Mexico on Nov. 11.  “We wanted
to get some answers to a couple of

things toward the Mexico clash a month
from now,” Klinsmann said. “And I think
we found a couple very interesting
answers.” Green scored his third career
goal for the US in just his eighth appear-
ance.  He’s seen the field in international
play just five times over the last two
years, after he was invited to the 2014
World Cup and scored a late overtime
goal in a 2-1 second-round loss to
Belgium.   But the German-American
earned an invite to Klinsmann’s camp
after repeatedly making the 18-man ros-
ter for German power Bayern Munich
during the start of their new season.”I’m
really happy about it,” Green said. “It’s my
goal to always be here in this team, and

when I’m here I want to give my best.
And I think I did very well.”

After scoring the second goal against
Cuba, Green put the US ahead Tuesday in
the 27th minute when he reached for-
ward Jozy Altidore’s knock-down header
on the left flank.Green dribbled to goal
while defender Liam Graham retreated,
cut to his right, and then fired a low, 18-
yard shot that sneaked between wrong-
footed goalkeeper Stefan Marinovic and
the left post.  “Every training session he’s
becoming more mature,” Klinsmann said.
“He’s becoming stronger. He has far more
confidence. So it’s really nice to see.” New
Zealand tied it in the 72nd minute.
Altidore failed to clear a corner kick

aimed at New Zealand’s Michael Boxhall,
and Patterson popped up to thump the
loose ball into the net from about 5 yards
out.  “When they start throwing more
numbers at us and they start in some
ways becoming even more direct and
more desperate, that combined with
some subs on both sides just means that
the game becomes hectic,” said US cap-
tain Michael Bradley. “We gave away a
bad goal, and ultimately that’s the differ-
ence between winning and tying.”

Gooch, a 20-year-old who has
appeared seven times this season for
Sunderland of England’s Premier League,
came on in the 59th minute.

The California native - whose Irish

mother and English father give him three
international options - created several
lively sequences on the right, drawing
chants of “Gooooch!” from the
announced crowd of 9,012 at RFK
Stadium.In the 64th minute, his cross
found Green, who looped a shot well
high of the goal. And in the 89th, his cor-
ner found Omar Gonzalez, whose header
also soared above the crossbar.  “Gooch
confirmed what we saw in training
already,” Klinsmann said. “He’s fearless. He
takes people on. Very physical as well,
doesn’t shy away from physicality. You
know, so there are a couple things that
we saw that we didn’t know before that
camp.” —AP

Green scores again, US settles for draw vs New Zealand

CORDOBA: Argentina’s forward Paulo Dybala, left, and Paraguay’s midfielder Rodrigo Rojas vie for the ball during a 2018 World Cup qualifying
soccer match in Cordoba, Argentina, Tuesday. — AP

RIO DE JANEIRO: Brazil recorded it fourth
straight win under is new coach on Tuesday to
become the new leader of South America’s
World Cup qualifying group after 10 matches.
Arch rival Argentina, however, was shocked 1-
0 at home by Paraguay and is in a precarious
fifth place. The two heavyweights will face
each other in Brazil in their next games.

Despite the absence of Barcelona star
Neymar, Brazil had little trouble in winning 2-
0 at Venezuela. Previous group leader
Uruguay slipped to second after a creditable
2-2 draw away to Colombia. Brazil is now one
point ahead of Uruguay in the table.

Elsewhere, third place Ecuador managed to
come from behind and stop ninth place
Bolivia in the altitude of La Paz with a 2-2
draw. Copa America champions Chile took a
much-needed 2-1 home victory over Peru.

BRAZIL
It took only seven minutes for Brazil to for-

get the suspended Neymar’s absence, keep
up its new-found momentum and prove
Venezuela deserves the bottom position in
the South American qualifiers. Teenage striker
Gabriel Jesus, recently signed by Manchester
City, scored his fourth goal in his fourth inter-
national appearance with a classy lob over
goalkeeper Dani Hernandez, who had given
the ball to away easily. Winger Willian, who
replaced Neymar, scored the second at 55
minutes after a cross by midfielder Renato
Augusto.

It was Brazil’s least impressive performance
under new coach ‘Tite’ but he is enjoying a
honeymoon period as the new coach, having
lifted the Selecao from sixth in the standings
to top spot. The match was interrupted at 67
minutes when the light went out in the eco-
nomically troubled country. It took 22 minute
to restart the game.

ARGENTINA
Argentina finds itself in fifth place, which

yields only a further playoff position rather
than automatic qualification for Russia 2018.

After two disappointing draws and still
without the injured Lionel Messi, new coach
Edgardo Bauza’s team was even worse in the
defeat to a hardworking Paraguay side 1-0 in
Cordoba. The winning goal was scored by the
visitors at 17 minutes by Dynamo Kyiv striker
Derlis Gonzalez.  Argentina had a chance to
equalize with a penalty early in the second
half but Sergio Aguero’s attempt was blocked.

Argentina struggled in the absence of
experienced defenders Pablo Zabaleta,
Nicolas Otamendi and Ramiro Funes Mori.
One of their replacements, Martin Demichelis
spelt out the predicament clearly.

“We have to be honest with ourselves, we
have to improve quickly,” Demichelis said. We
have to make a big self-criticism. We have
things to correct.”

In November Argentina will have tough
matches away against Brazil  and home
against Colombia. Messi is expected to return
for those two. The victory in Cordoba offers
some relief to Paraguay, which remains in

sixth place, but now only one point behind
Argentina.

URUGUAY
In Barranquilla, coach Oscar Tabarez ’

Uruguay played against Jose Pekerman’s
Colombia for the fifth time. Each had won
two. The first draw between them was one of
the most exciting games of the South
American qualifiers so far. In rainy conditions,
Colombia went ahead with a header by Abel
Aguilar (16). Uruguay responded with another
header by Cristian Rodriguez (27). In a typical
bulldozing goal of his, Barcelona star Luis
Suarez put the visitors ahead in the 73rd,
before Colombia defender Yerry Mina scored
the final goal in the 84th.

“We are firm, we are strong and I believe
that this match shows that the World Cup is
much closer to us,” central defender Diego
Godin said.

Suarez equaled Argentinian Hernan Crespo
as the top goal scorer in South American
World Cup qualifiers with 19 goals.

“This was a great point, we have to enjoy
this,” Suarez said.

CHILE
Bayern Munich’s Arturo Vidal gave renewed

World Cup hope to Chile by scoring both
goals in a 2-1 home win against Peru.

Before 35,000 tense fans in Santiago, he

opened the score for the Copa America cham-
pions with a header at 10 minutes. But when
Peruvian Edison Flores dribbled through
Chile’s defense and leveled the score from the
edge of the box at 76 minutes, those fans
would have feared the worst. Vidal came to
the rescue with a 15-meter shot in the 86th
minute.

Chile remains in seventh place with 14
points, now two behind fifth place Argentina,
who so far has the playoff spot. Peru still lags
at eighth, with eight points.

The Chilean football federation still claims
the three points from the 0-0 home draw with
Bolivia in September. Chile’s executives claim
that Bolivia fielded an ineligible player,
defender Nelson Cabrera.

ECUADOR
In the 3-0 victory over Chile on Thursday,

Ecuador’s Enner Valencia was removed in an
ambulance in what some claimed was an
attempt to elude police who were chasing
him for alleged avoidance of alimony play-
ments. With his legal situation sorted back
home, he was news for a different reason on
Tuesday with a brace that delivered a draw in
the altitude of La Paz. Bolivian Pablo Escobar
opened the score for the hosts at 3 and 42
minutes. Valencia leveled at 47 and 89.
Ecuador stays in third place, with 17 points,
and Bolivia lags in ninth, with eight.— AP

Brazil go top, Argentina 
stunned in WC qualifiers

MERIDA: Brazil’s Paulinho, left, fights for the ball with Venezuela’s Tomas Rincon during a 2018
World Cup qualifying soccer match in Merida, Venezuela, Tuesday.  — AP

ALGIERS: MC Alger and USM Alger may be
fierce city rivals from the Algerian capital
but they nonetheless share a history
intwined with their country’s revolt against
French colonialism.

Today marks the 100th derby between
the bitterly divided neighbours from the
Algiers port communities of Casbah and
Bab El Oued.

And while this particular derby can
divide families to the point of fisticuffs, the
two sides share an eerily similar past of
politically motivated struggle.

Mouloudia Club d’Alger are the older of
the two whose name is a reference to the
birth of the Islamic Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH). They were founded in 1921 and
even play in the green of Islam, alongside
white and red, thus making up the colours
of the national flag.

They claim to be the first Muslim foot-
ball club formed in then-colonised Algeria.

Not to be outdone, Union Sportive
Medina d’Alger were originally named
Union Sportive Musulman (Muslim) at their
founding in 1937.

Originally decked out in a red strip, they
added black as a sign of eternal mourning
in memory of those killed in the Setif
Massacres in 1945, sparked after local
French police fired on anti-colonialisation
protestors.

With such fiercly patriotic beginnings, it
is perhaps unsurprising each side’s fans can
be fanatically passionate.

So much so that the match due to be
hosted by USM will actually take place
50km away in Blida, by order of the
Algerian police.

USM have been punished for past fan

violence. But even the nation’s government
backed daily newspaper El Moudjahid
lamented the venue switch, which it said
would “kill” a normally white-hot atmos-
phere generated by 60,000 fans gathered
in the Stade du 5-Juillet, the national stadi-
um used for Algeria games and the big der-
bies. Even USM’s regular stadium, which
holds just 17,500 but is located right on the
seafront with a hill behind from which fans
can watch the game, would have been a
preferable venue to the one in Blida.

SIBLING RIVALRY 
Even so, interest in the match is at fever

pitch in the old town of Casbah, predomi-
nantly MC-supporting, and the poorer
neighbourhoods at Bab, who follow USM.

While most Algerians are a little wearied
by such fearsome rivalry, the mood in the
old town and the city itself lifts around der-
by day with a boost to the local economy. 

Fans in the two adjoining neighbour-
hoods have been parading their colours
and singing songs in a glorious display of
irreverent anarchy for days already.

Family rivalries related to the derby are
legendary.

Perhaps the most amusing surrounds
the Hassan brothers when Tahir played in
attack for MC and his younger sibling
Kamel turned out in goal for USM in the
1970s but could no longer bear to see each
other.

In the present day, Amir Meddour, who
spoke from Casbah, claimed he had
banned his MC-supporting son from hang-
ing out with his maternal uncles, fans of
USM, ahead of the match to offset the pos-
sibility of fights breaking out.—AFP

Pride on display 
at Algerian derby

SHANGHAI: China’s ambitions to become
a global soccer power are facing a stark
reality check after the national team’s
coach stepped down following defeats to
Uzbekistan and war-torn Syria, leaving in
tatters a bid to qualify for the 2018 World
Cup.

Chinese coach Gao Hongbo resigned
after a 2-0 defeat to Uzbekistan on Tuesday
night in Tashkent, days after losing to Syria.
The slump underlines the challenge facing
President Xi Jinping, who wants China to
host - and win - the World Cup.

With Xi’s blessing, China had been in a
bullish soccer mood.  It invested billions of
dollars to develop grassroots soccer acade-
mies, brought high-profile players and
managers into China from overseas, and is
buying into global soccer assets from
Italian club Inter Milan to England’s
Manchester City.

Beijing wants China to compete with
the best teams in the world by 2050, while
investors like Inter Milan’s new Chinese
owner Suning Commerce Group talk about
setting global soccer supply chains from
clubs to media outlets and merchandising
deals.

But many sports industry insiders ques-
tion whether China can live up its bold
ambitions. “The massive investment in
football, and in particular President Xi’s
personal involvement, has raised expecta-
tions to wholly unrealistic levels,” said Mark
Dreyer, Beijing-based founder of sports
information website China Sports Insider.

China, ranked 78th in the world behind
St. Kitts and Nevis and Libya, has qualified
just once for the World Cup finals.  That
was in 2002, when the team lost all three
games without scoring a goal.

“This isn’t going to change for years,

and no coach - foreign or otherwise - can
perform the sort of miracles that would be
needed, no matter what Chinese fans or
President Xi might expect,” Dreyer added.

‘FAKE BUBBLE’
Sentiment amongst Chinese fans was

more one of resignation than anger on
Wednesday morning, a reflection of how
local supporters have long had to put up
with rampant graft and low quality in the
domestic game.

“Now the coach has resigned, why don’t
we just disband the whole team and let
the FA officials go home,” said one person
on China’s popular microblog site Sina
Weibo. “Let’s stop wasting taxpayers’ mon-
ey and use it for something more impor-
tant.”

Tuesday’s defeat left the Chinese team
at the bottom of its qualifying group,
below Iran, Uzbekistan, South Korea, Syria
and Qatar after the first four games in
Asia’s third round of qualification with six
games remaining.

The state-run Global Times newspaper
said the seeming prosperity of domestic
football, which has seen huge sums spent
on player transfers and star foreign man-
agers, was just “a fake bubble” pumped up
by “crazy capital” and imported talent.

The broader Chinese investment
splurge into soccer, which has sparked up
to $3 billion worth of Chinese deals for
global sporting assets since the end of last
year, is also facing road bumps.

China’s richest man, Wang Jianlin, threw
cold water over investments in overseas
soccer clubs in August, saying it was tough
to actually make any money. Wang’s Dalian
Wanda Group has a stake in Spanish club
Atletico Madrid.—Reuters

China soccer coach resigns 
after loss to Uzbekistan

RAMALLAH: Palestinian Football Association (PFA) head Jibril Rajoub holds a press
conference yesterday in the West Bank city of Ramallah.  — AFP 


